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Registration and welcome coffee

Macroeconomic overview: Germany, the
powerhouse of Europe

08:15 - 08:45
Private Debt Summit

09:15 - 09:45
German Private Equity Summit
Assessing Germany’s appeal as the most stable and
predictable European economy compared to the chaos
of Brexit. What are predictions for the macroeconomic
and political environment in the future and how will
these affect the private capital markets?

Registration and welcome coffee
08:20 - 08:55
Disruption and Innovation Summit

Capital deployment in the current environment
09:45 - 10:15
Private Debt Summit
Maintaining the optimum balance between strong deal
flow and quality of returns:
•
•

Registration and welcome coffee
Where are we in the economic cycle? Preparing
for a post Brexit private debt market

08:40 - 09:10
German Private Equity Summit

09:15 - 09:45
Private Debt Summit

Registration and welcome coffee

•

08:40 - 09:10
Real Assets Summit

•

Chair’s welcome
08:45 - 08:50
Private Debt Summit

Opening solo
08:50 - 09:15
Private Debt Summit

Chair's welcome address
08:55 - 09:00
Disruption and Innovation Summit

Will there be a downturn and how will it affect the
private debt asset class, which is yet to be tested in
a stressed market?
How would firms deal with having to take a direct
role in managing distressed companies, how is the
industry looking at current and future allocations,
what strategies should GPs be deploying now to
prepare, and who is best placed to survive?

•
•

Which real assets opportunities are most
appealing?
To what extent will loan origination become harder
and deal funding less certain?

09:15 - 09:45
Real Assets Summit

10:15 - 10:45
Disruption and Innovation Summit

The future of private equity: how do macro
disruptors interact with technological
innovation?

Considering the impact of digital disruption on your
own operations: privacy concerns, cybersecurity
threats and investor demands, and addressing your
digital ecosystem to future-proof your enterprise. How
can you make your firm more agile?

•

Gain exclusive and actionable insight on when and
where to invest to realize the best future opportunities,
from the originator of the 4th Industrial Revolution

How do these macro disrupters interact with
technological innovation and what does this mean
for private capital?

Chair’s welcome address

What’s next for the German private equity
market?

09:10 - 09:15
German Private Equity Summit

09:45 - 10:15
German Private Equity Summit
•

Chair’s welcome
09:10 - 09:15
Real Assets Summit

09:45 - 10:15
Real Assets Summit

Developing comprehensive digital strategies to
create value and maximise returns: What’s your
own business strategy in a digital world?

Monetary policy normalization, threats to globalization,
regional disintegration, geopolitical tensions:

09:00 - 09:45
Disruption and Innovation Summit

Real assets “best ideas” debate: which asset
classes, investment strategies and
geographies will lead the markets and why?

2019 global outlook for real assets: where is
the smart money heading?

09:45 - 10:15
Disruption and Innovation Summit

Industry 4.0: realising the new generation of
wealth creation

What about rising interest rates?
What strategies and regions provide outsized
returns today? Is competition pushing managers to
take on more risk than they should? How can
managers outperform competition?

•

What are the reasons behind the robust appetite
for German private assets and the increased deal
volume and where do the best opportunities lie?
What are the implications of rising debt levels and
easing terms for private equity?

LP perspectives: seeking closer GP
relationships
10:15 - 11:00
German Private Equity Summit
•

•

To what extent are German investors moving away
from the fund of funds approach and going more
directly into funds?
How successful is the co-investment model and
how should investors strike the right balance
between direct, secondary and fund commitments?

Effects of the private credit glut: has Europe’s
direct lending market reached saturation
point?
10:15 - 10:45
Private Debt Summit
•
•
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Is the European private credit market ripe for
consolidation?
Will the record numbers of firms entering the
market make a shake-out inevitable, as big players
continue to secure investments and hoover up
capital while smaller operators struggle to eke out
a niche?
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What role does real estate play in a diversified
investment portfolio today?
10:15 - 10:45
Real Assets Summit
•

•
•

What returns are being produced by real estate
investments in comparison to alternative
investment strategies?
How can you manage geopolitical risk to invest on
a global scale?
What are the key considerations for capital
allocations and pros and cons of mega funds vs
niche strategies vs JVs vs direct investments?

Update on Mittlestand

Update on financing mid market deals

11:30 - 12:00
German Private Equity Summit

12:10 - 12:40
Private Debt Summit

•

•

•

Is the younger generation of founders and
entrepreneurs in the German Mittlestand finally
accepting private equity as a source of financing?
Will there be a wave of transactions in the
imminent future and how can firms be best
positioned to take advantage?

•

Predictions on the performance of the asset
class over the next 12 months
11:40 - 12:10
Private Debt Summit

Morning coffee and networking break
10:45 - 11:15
Disruption and Innovation Summit

•
•
•

Morning coffee and networking break
10:45 - 11:15
Private Debt Summit

What are dry powder deployment expectations?
Which strategies will over and under-perform and
why?
Are the large players becoming increasingly like
banks, what does this mean for investors, and how
can investors protect themselves if economic
conditions worsen?

Morning coffee and networking break

The new generation of robots

10:45 - 11:15
Real Assets Summit

11:45 - 12:15
Disruption and Innovation Summit

Morning coffee and networking break

Building a new generation of smart, collaborative
robots that can build infrastructure, do mining and
several other industrial tasks all with the same
platform:

11:00 - 11:30
German Private Equity Summit

•

AI is for trading what fire was for the cave men

Co-investments and direct investments

Exploring how Artificial Intelligence has become the
game changer in trading by redefining risk and returns

11:45 - 12:15
Real Assets Summit
•

Solo Presentation

What are the effects of heavy competition in core
assets as more investors transition to direct
investments?
How are platforms and partnerships allowing
investors to acquire direct expertise?

11:15 - 11:40
Private Debt Summit

•

The next generation of infrastructure

Getting creative in the German market

11:15 - 11:45
Real Assets Summit

12:00 - 12:30
German Private Equity Summit

•

How do successful GPs generate proprietary deal
flow? Examining the growing trend for innovative buy
and build models and minority deals with
entrepreneurs

•

•

Investment opportunities in AI: transforming
the future?
12:15 - 12:45
Disruption and Innovation Summit
How can investors benefit from the technology and
knowledge advancement of AI?

LP strategies for 2019: what are the drivers of
investor interest in real assets and where will
they be putting their capital to work?
12:15 - 12:45
Real Assets Summit
•

•

But how do we design new approaches to learning
and education so that workers have the resources
to evolve alongside technology?

11:15 - 11:45
Disruption and Innovation Summit

How is the infrastructure asset class evolving and
how are GPs reinterpreting its definition as it
matures and broadens?
Developing new sources of capital & funding
approaches & assessing more innovative &
sophisticated approaches to investment strategies
What strategies or industry sectors are most
appealing?

•

How can mid market players find an attractive
niche to stand out in the competitive environment?
What new products, regions and strategies are
being developed and which offer the best riskadjusted returns in the current competitive
environment and why?
Will more firms lend to companies not backed by
private equity in the future?

LP considerations when constructing an optimum
real asset portfolio: what are the best strategies,
geographies, sectors and property types?
Are pure-play or diversified funds a better fit for
your portfolio? Are LPs bullish on private equity
infrastructure and real estate as a long-term
investment or are we nearing the top of the market
cycle?

Why Germany is the hottest European
opportunity
12:30 - 13:00
German Private Equity Summit
Assessing liquidity possibilities in the German market:
re-capping, open IPO market, international buyers,
including US and China, a sophisticated M&A advisor
market and less elevated prices than UK. Is German
private equity keeping up with demand from the global
LP community?
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LP perspectives on allocation to private debt

Latest on ESG: integrating sustainability in
investments

12:40 - 13:10
Private Debt Summit

14:00 - 14:30
German Private Equity Summit

Assessing the returns for long term direct lending
programmes:
•
•
•

•

What growth have LPs seen, how has increased
leverage affected pricing?
Will supply and demand compress the arbitrage?
Are we nearly at the top of the credit cycle? If so,
does private debt continue to look attractive to
investors and why?
What effect will market volatility, interest rate
increases and increased competition for deals
have on investor sentiment?

Networking lunch break and LP only lunch
12:45 - 14:30
Disruption and Innovation Summit
13:00-14:00 -LP Only Lunch

Promoting the integration of ESG aspects into the
investment process and risk management:
•

Afternoon Chair
14:05 - 14:10
Private Debt Summit

13:00-14:00-LP Only Lunch

What are the benefits of “pure play” sponsorless
lending funds for LPs?
What is holding back direct lending funds from
scaling up their direct corporate lending activity?
How can the direct lending market break out of the
private equity trench and start to connect
meaningfully with small and mid-sized companies?

Data presentation: the shifting energy
landscape: How is digitalisation revolutionising
the energy sector?

13:00-14:00-LP Only Lunch

14:15 - 14:30
Real Assets Summit

Networking lunch break and LP only lunch

Examining how technology is driving the confluence of
cost and sustainability to provide new investment
models and market opportunities:
•
•

13:00-14:00 -LP Only Lunch

What does this mean for infrastructure investing?
How can technology be leveraged to gain
competitive advantage and what are the risks in
this new and dynamic world?

Latest data on global capital flows
13:45 - 14:15
Real Assets Summit

LP innovation and syndication – what will the
LP of the future look like?

Latest data on the movement of global capital flows
into real assets and the effect on regional markets

What does this mean for infrastructure investing?
How can technology be leveraged to gain
competitive advantage and what are the risks in
this new and dynamic world?

How are institutional investors’ understanding
of private debt as an asset class evolving?
14:40 - 15:10
Private Debt Summit
•

•
•

How are investors building the capabilities and
resources to maximise the effectiveness of their
allocation to private debt?
What are LPs’ biggest concerns when they seek to
allocate?
What credit strategies are most appealing, what
are their return expectations and are they favouring
single lender or multi lender strategies?

The changing face of investors in private
equity
15:00 - 15:30
Disruption and Innovation Summit
Creative strategies for innovating your business model
to appeal to new investor bases: Assessing innovation
in private wealth, DC, super-long term fund structures,
liquidity demands.

14:30 - 15:00
Disruption and Innovation Summit
•

Afternoon Chair
13:55 - 14:00
German Private Equity Summit

14:30 - 15:00
Real Assets Summit

•
•

•

13:10 - 14:05
Private Debt Summit

The shifting energy landscape: how is
digitalisation revolutionising the energy
sector?

14:10 - 14:40
Private Debt Summit

•

13:00 - 13:55
German Private Equity Summit

The demand for greater transparency from the German
investor community as LPs diversify into private debt,
infrastructure and increase their activity in secondaries
and GPs lead more restructurings. What is the latest
update on regulation?

Examining how technology is driving the confluence of
cost and sustainability to provide new investment
models and market opportunities:

•

Networking lunch break and LP only lunch

14:30 - 15:00
German Private Equity Summit

What are the pros and cons of lending to nonsponsor companies compared to sponsored
lending?

Networking lunch break and LP only lunch
12:45 - 13:45
Real Assets Summit

How have the latest European Commission
initiatives affected the industry?

Regulation panel

•

How can LPs find new opportunities together and
evolve a collaborative model in both private and
public markets?
How realistic is the argument for larger LPs to
syndicate together instead of bidding against each
other to create a more efficient business model?

LP outlook
15:00 - 15:30
German Private Equity Summit
•

•
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To what extent are domestic investors increasing
their allocations to private equity, what are the
reasons for this and how can GPs gain access to
local LPs?
Is the inherent conservatism in the market being
tempered,and what opportunities will this provide
in the future?
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What is the current state of play in
renewables?

Benchmarking the German Tech/VC scene in a
European context

Infrastructure debt: frothy but still a strong
asset class?

15:00 - 15:30
Real Assets Summit

16:00 - 16:30
German Private Equity Summit

16:30 - 17:00
Real Assets Summit

Analysing global investment trends in the renewables
sector:

•

Assessing the merits of debt funds and the reason for
their appeal to investors:

•
•

Where is the smart money going, and what are the
hottest sectors within renewable's?
Exploring the best strategies in deploying capital.
How do you compare opportunities between
developed markets and emerging markets?

15:10 - 15:40
Private Debt Summit

•

Is the REITs industry poised for
outperformance in 2019?
16:00 - 16:30
Real Assets Summit

Technology and its potential to disrupt credit
markets

•

•

How is the VC ecosystem evolving in Germany and
what does this mean for investors?
What themes will deliver the most exciting returns
over the next few years?

What are the new tech trends predicted to disrupt
global markets as we know them?
How can forward thinking lenders harness these
trends for their own advantage?

As interest rates begin to rise and have an impact on
share prices and the cost of capital, the retail market
shifts and competition increases along with a shift
toward sustainable investing, where are the
opportunities in the market for public and private
REITs?

Technology – a new world for GPs and
investors

16:10 - 16:40
Private Debt Summit

15:30 - 16:00
Disruption and Innovation Summit

Is now the right time to invest in senior private credit
positions?

•

What current and predicted technological
advances are posing the greatest disruption and
how can investors take advantage?

Assessing current and future portfolio
companies from a digital perspective: how can
digital advances create value?
16:30 - 17:00
Disruption and Innovation Summit

Afternoon refreshments and networking break
15:30 - 16:00
German Private Equity Summit

Afternoon refreshments and networking break
15:30 - 16:00
Real Assets Summit

Incorporating digital's impact into the due diligence
process: Understanding how potential portfolio
companies are poised to manage digital disruption,
from marketing, sales and customer care to
intellectual property, data and security requirements, in
order to fully calculate your risk and opportunity and
enhance your portfolio company returns.

Growing infrastructure opportunities in
Germany

Afternoon refreshments and networking break
15:40 - 16:10
Private Debt Summit

Afternoon refreshments and networking break

What is the outlook for pricing and supply, what
does the next generation of debt products look
like?

Current appetite for co-investments in private
debt
16:40 - 17:10
Private Debt Summit
Examining the attractiveness of using co investments
in private debt for both LP and GPs

Blockchain: disrupting the private equity model
Perspectives on senior lending

Investing in the global game-changers that are
reinventing a diverse range of products and providing
new value for businesses across the globe:

•

16:30 - 17:00
German Private Equity Summit
Assessing the best infrastructure opportunities in the
German market: Is there a blurring of distinctions
between infrastructure and private equity assets and
how should LPs spread their allocations?

17:00 - 17:30
Disruption and Innovation Summit
Examining the opportunities for deal execution,
fundraising and investor relations:
•

Can blockchain lower transaction costs, increase
access to capital markets globally, and enhance
security throughout the whole transaction process?

Raised ambitions in the German fundraising
market: hitting the hard caps
17:00 - 17:30
German Private Equity Summit
•
•

What are the reasons behind smaller funds raising
more and doing it more quickly?
How should LPs select their investments when
faced with so much market liquidity?

Beyond fund performance
17:00 - 17:30
Real Assets Summit
How to set your firm apart from the crowd in an
increasingly overcrowded market
Successfully differentiating your firm and
communicating that difference, whilst understanding
what really matters to investors

16:00 - 16:30
Disruption and Innovation Summit
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Direct lending 2.0: how credible as a long-term
competitor are peer to peer lending platforms?
17:10 - 17:40
Private Debt Summit
Assessing the advantages of market place lenders in
comparison to sponsorless credit.
•

When should LPs consider using these SME
platforms and what benefits do they offer?

Chair’s closing remarks
17:30 - 17:35
Disruption and Innovation Summit

Chair’s closing remarks
17:30 - 17:35
German Private Equity Summit

Chairman’s closing remarks
17:30 - 17:35
Real Assets Summit

Summit networking drinks reception
17:35 - 19:00
Disruption and Innovation Summit
NB entry strictly restricted to SuperReturn conference
badge holders only

Summit networking drinks reception
17:35 - 19:00
German Private Equity Summit
NB entry strictly restricted to SuperReturn conference
badge holders only

Summit networking drinks reception
17:35 - 19:00
Real Assets Summit
NB entry strictly restricted to SuperReturn conference
badge holders only

Chair’s closing remarks
17:40 - 17:45
Private Debt Summit

Summit networking drinks reception
17:45 - 19:00
Private Debt Summit
NB entry strictly restricted to SuperReturn conference
badge holders only
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TIME

DISRUPTION AND INNOVATION SUMMIT

GERMAN PRIVATE EQUITY SUMMIT

PRIVATE DEBT SUMMIT

REAL ASSETS SUMMIT

08:00

08:20 - Registration and welcome coffee

08:40 - Registration and welcome coffee

08:15 - Registration and welcome coffee

08:40 - Registration and welcome coffee

08:55 - Chair's welcome address

08:45 - Chair’s welcome
08:50 - Opening solo

09:00

09:00 - Industry 4.0: realising the new generation of wealth creation
09:45 - The future of private equity: how do
macro disruptors interact with technological innovation?

10:00

10:15 - Developing comprehensive digital
strategies to create value and maximise returns: What’s your own business strategy in a
digital world?

09:10 - Chair’s welcome address
09:15 - Macroeconomic overview: Germany, the
powerhouse of Europe
09:45 - What’s next for the German private equity market?

10:15 - LP perspectives: seeking closer GP relationships

09:15 - Where are we in the economic cycle?
Preparing for a post Brexit private debt market
09:45 - Capital deployment in the current environment

10:15 - Effects of the private credit glut: has Europe’s direct lending market reached saturation
point?

09:10 - Chair’s welcome
09:15 - 2019 global outlook for real assets:
where is the smart money heading?
09:45 - Real assets “best ideas” debate: which
asset classes, investment strategies and geographies will lead the markets and why?
10:15 - What role does real estate play in a diversified investment portfolio today?
10:45 - Morning coffee and networking break

10:45 - Morning coffee and networking break

10:45 - Morning coffee and networking break

11:00

11:15 - AI is for trading what fire was for the
cave men

11:00 - Morning coffee and networking break

11:15 - Solo Presentation

11:15 - The next generation of infrastructure

11:30 - Update on Mittlestand

11:40 - Predictions on the performance of the
asset class over the next 12 months

11:45 - Co-investments and direct investments

12:00 - Getting creative in the German market

12:10 - Update on financing mid market deals

12:30 - Why Germany is the hottest European
opportunity

12:40 - LP perspectives on allocation to private
debt

12:15 - LP strategies for 2019: what are the drivers of investor interest in real assets and
where will they be putting their capital to work?

11:45 - The new generation of robots

12:00

12:15 - Investment opportunities in AI: transforming the future?
12:45 - Networking lunch break and LP only
lunch

13:00

12:45 - Networking lunch break and LP only
lunch
13:00 - Networking lunch break and LP only
lunch

13:10 - Networking lunch break and LP only
lunch

13:55 - Afternoon Chair
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13:45 - Latest data on global capital flows
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TIME

DISRUPTION AND INNOVATION SUMMIT

GERMAN PRIVATE EQUITY SUMMIT

PRIVATE DEBT SUMMIT

REAL ASSETS SUMMIT

14:00

14:30 - LP innovation and syndication – what
will the LP of the future look like?

14:00 - Latest on ESG: integrating sustainability
in investments

14:05 - Afternoon Chair

14:15 - Data presentation: the shifting energy
landscape: How is digitalisation revolutionising
the energy sector?

14:30 - Regulation panel

14:10 - What are the pros and cons of lending
to non-sponsor companies compared to sponsored lending?
14:40 - How are institutional investors’ understanding of private debt as an asset class
evolving?

15:00

15:00 - The changing face of investors in private equity
15:30 - Technology – a new world for GPs and
investors

16:00

17:00

15:00 - LP outlook
15:30 - Afternoon refreshments and networking
break

16:00 - Afternoon refreshments and networking
break

16:00 - Benchmarking the German Tech/VC
scene in a European context

16:30 - Assessing current and future portfolio
companies from a digital perspective: how can
digital advances create value?

16:30 - Growing infrastructure opportunities in
Germany

17:00 - Blockchain: disrupting the private equity
model

17:00 - Raised ambitions in the German
fundraising market: hitting the hard caps

17:30 - Chair’s closing remarks

17:30 - Chair’s closing remarks

17:35 - Summit networking drinks reception

17:35 - Summit networking drinks reception

14:30 - The shifting energy landscape: how is
digitalisation revolutionising the energy sector?

15:10 - Technology and its potential to disrupt
credit markets

15:00 - What is the current state of play in renewables?

15:40 - Afternoon refreshments and networking
break

15:30 - Afternoon refreshments and networking
break

16:10 - Perspectives on senior lending

16:00 - Is the REITs industry poised for outperformance in 2019?

16:40 - Current appetite for co-investments in
private debt

17:10 - Direct lending 2.0: how credible as a
long-term competitor are peer to peer lending
platforms?
17:40 - Chair’s closing remarks
17:45 - Summit networking drinks reception
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16:30 - Infrastructure debt: frothy but still a
strong asset class?

17:00 - Beyond fund performance
17:30 - Chairman’s closing remarks
17:35 - Summit networking drinks reception
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Registration and welcome coffee

Keynote interview

Keynote presentation

07:30 - 08:00

09:35 - 10:00
Day 1 Plenary

11:55 - 12:20
Day 1 Plenary

Chair’s welcome address

•

Operating performance: growing a company
organically

08:00 - 08:05
Day 1 Plenary

•

Should mega funds act more like large
corporations?
How can private equity increase its share of the
global M&A market in terms of deal value and
count?

Engaged conversations

Keynote interview

08:00 - 08:45
Engaged Conversations

Spotlight on regulation

Running alongside the main conference
Public and private small-group facilitated discussions.

Spaces are limited

Morning coffee and networking break
Macro economic overview: The turning of the
tide?
08:05 - 08:45
Day 1 Plenary

•
•
•

12:20 - 12:45
Day 1 Plenary

09:40 - 10:35
Engaged Conversations
Chatham House Rule applies
No press

First come first served

•

Capturing returns by finding assets to add value in a
high valuation environment

10:00 - 10:30
Day 1 Plenary

Keynote panel discussion
12:45 - 13:15
Day 1 Plenary
•
•
•

Where are private equity returns going?
Is supply and demand compressing the arbitrage?
Is the market overly focused on top quartile net IRR
performance without considering the level of risk?

•

Is it important to stay consistently invested?

Fireside chat

What impact will rising interest rates have on the
global economy?
Is there a limited window of opportunity for private
equity groups to have deals funded appropriately?
Will a slowdown in China be a headwind for the
rest of the world's economies?
What are the economic consequences of Brexit?

10:30 - 11:00
Day 1 Plenary
•
•

Where are we in the cycle?
How can the industry counteract the rising cost of
debt for leveraged buyouts?

Investor perspectives panel: innovation and
transition - What will the LPs of the future look
like?

Fireside chat
08:45 - 09:05
Day 1 Plenary
The broadening role of private capital in the economy

Macroeconomics and politics
09:00 - 09:30
Engaged Conversations

13:15 - 14:30

Afternoon Chair

•
•

14:30 - 14:35
Day 1 Plenary

How is the LP/GP relationship evolving?
How is the trend towards direct investing affecting
this relationship?
How is the industry reacting to longer term
investing in private equity?

11:30 - 11:55
Day 1 Plenary
Succession at the big buyout shops

The private equity industry still isn’t putting money to
work as fast as it is coming in. This structural
imbalance is its single biggest challenge, stemming
from heavy competition for deals. How should private
equity funds change the way they approach the market
to turn this around? Geopolitical volatility & economic
concerns are ever increasing. So where are the best
opportunities among the alternative asset classes to
generate quality risk-adjusted returns?

Networking lunch break & delegate quickfire
showcase

Examining the increasingly blurring lines between LPs
and GPs:

Fireside chat
09:05 - 09:35
Day 1 Plenary

By invitation only

14:00 – 14:30 : Delegate quickfire showcase

No press

State of the union

12:45 - 13:15
Engaged Conversations

11:00 - 11:30
Day 1 Plenary

•

Chatham House Rule applies

LP only session

Engaged conversation
11:30 - 12:00
Engaged Conversations

Solo presentation
14:35 - 15:05
Day 1 Plenary

Solo presentation
15:05 - 15:35
Day 1 Plenary

Afternoon refreshments and networking break
15:35 - 16:00

Chatham House Rule applies
No press
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Chair's opening remarks

How will business structures change in a postBrexit world?

What are the biggest challenges for LPs in a
world awash with capital?

16:05 - 16:35
Stream D: Value-added Volatility & the PE Cycle

16:35 - 17:05
Stream E: Investor Outlook

Chair's opening remarks

•

•

16:00 - 16:05
Stream B: Geo Focus

•

16:00 - 16:05
Stream A: Mid Market Focus

How will new trade barriers affect investments,
what are the implications for regulation, deal flow,
fundraising and fund domicile?
Can PE continue to deliver outperformance in a
more complex post-Brexit world?

•

•

How are private markets viewed against other
asset classes?
How can LPs maintain discipline at a time when PE
has consistently outperformed and it feels near the
top of the cycle?
What is keeping LPs awake at night?

Chair's opening remarks
Assessing the current LP mood

16:00 - 16:05
Stream C: Update on Secondaires

16:05 - 16:35
Stream E: Investor Outlook
•
•

Chair's opening remarks
16:00 - 16:05
Stream D: Value-added Volatility & the PE Cycle

•

Chair's opening remarks

What are LPs’ allocation plans for 2019?
How can they overcome the challenges of
accessing top quartile manageres who can select
their LP base and limit their fund size?
Should LPs be allocating to the asset class on the
basis of past returns, making the assumption that
these will continue?

16:35 - 17:05
Stream A: Mid Market Focus

16:05 - 16:35
Stream A: Mid Market Focus

•
•
•
•

Examining the effect of Brexit, record high levels of
pricing, stiff competition and falling deal volume:
How are mid market funds generating alpha?

Is the lower end of the mid-market less
competitive?
Are the risk and returns worthwhile?
Who is doing sponsorless deals?
What has driven recent strong exit activity and
how sustainable is this?

LPs’ allocation to emerging markets

Getting emerging market investments right

16:35 - 17:05
Stream B: Geo Focus

16:05 - 16:35
Stream B: Geo Focus

•

•
•
•

What factors do LPs take into account during their
selection process?
What niche strategies are most appealing?
What metrics do LPs use when evaluating
performance?
What can mid market GPs do to attract their
interest?

What are the drivers of lower mid market
outperformance?

How is the mid-market innovating in the
current climate?

•

17:05 - 17:35
Stream A: Mid Market Focus

•

16:00 - 16:05
Stream E: Investor Outlook

•

What is the current LP appetite for mid market
deals?

How can investments in emerging markets be
harnessed to provide optimal returns?
To what extent do they offer an effective
diversification tool, and how can firms successfully
accrue new sources of returns in an increasingly
challenging domestic market?

LPs on emerging markets:
•
•

How do emerging markets fit into their portfolio
construction strategy today?
Which geos / sectors are most interesting, where
are LPs planning to increase their commitments
and why?

Update on secondaries

Solo presentation

16:05 - 16:35
Stream C: Update on Secondaires

16:35 - 17:05
Stream C: Update on Secondaires

An analysis of secondaries funds, deal flow, pricing

Operational expertise: Winners and losers for
2016-18 vintages
16:35 - 17:05
Stream D: Value-added Volatility & the PE Cycle

Opportunities in Asia:
17:05 - 17:35
Stream B: Geo Focus
What sectors, opportunity sets, exit expectations and
growth drivers present the best investment
opportunities and why?

GP led secondaries fund restructurings –
entering the mainstream?
17:05 - 17:35
Stream C: Update on Secondaires
Creating liquidity out of the GP-led transaction:
•
•

•

How is this corner of the private equity market
developing?
How satisfactory as a solution are these
transactions for investors with mature assets in
ageing funds?
Will this trend grow and what are the sticking
points?

Distressed: investing in a mature credit cycle
17:05 - 17:35
Stream D: Value-added Volatility & the PE Cycle
Preparing for a downturn: When is the time to pivot to
a distressed-for-control investing orientation?
Examining return expectations given current market
volatility

Which firms will stand out from the crowd and who
really has the key solid management operational skills
to grow a company organically?
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LP consolidation: the rise of the SuperFund

End of Main Conference Day 1

17:05 - 17:35
Stream E: Investor Outlook

18:05 - 18:10

What are the benefits of a pooled future? Anticipating
the increasing sophistication of UK pension funds and
family offices as they consolidate:

Evening networking cocktail party

•

18:10 - 19:35

Will this trend lead to a shift towards separate
account mandates, and will the terms LP/GP even
exist in 10 years’ time?

Succession planning In mid market private
equity firms:
17:35 - 18:05
Stream A: Mid Market Focus
Best practices and pitfalls

Africa: where are the best investment
opportunities in the current environment?
17:35 - 18:05
Stream B: Geo Focus
•
•

Where can outsized returns be found?
How are global trends in commodity prices,
interest rates and currency volatility affecting
economies, where will the best returns be
generated, and what does deal flow and
competition look like?

LP views on liquidity
17:35 - 18:05
Stream C: Update on Secondaires
Have secondaries delivered on their promise of shorter
durations and higher returns?
What do LPs think of the new GP methods for
generating liquidity:
•

How do they ensure they are getting a fair deal?

Special situations and turnarounds
17:35 - 18:05
Stream D: Value-added Volatility & the PE Cycle
•
•
•

Where do the best opportunities lie for 2019?
What can exposure to special situation funds bring
to an LP portfolio ?
What is the current LP appetite?

Long term, long horizon
17:35 - 18:05
Stream E: Investor Outlook
Will long term funds become a growing segment of the
market as LPs prefer to own, deleverage and hold
companies for the long term?
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SCHEDULE
DAY 1 - 27/02/2019

SuperReturn International
26 February - 1 March 2019
InterContinental Hotel
Berlin

TIME

DAY 1 PLENARY

ENGAGED CONVERSATIONS

STREAM A: MID MARKET
FOCUS

STREAM B: GEO FOCUS

STREAM C: UPDATE ON
SECONDAIRES

STREAM D: VALUE-ADDED
VOLATILITY & THE PE CYCLE

STREAM E: INVESTOR
OUTLOOK

07:00

07:30 - Registration and
welcome coffee

07:30 - Registration and
welcome coffee

07:30 - Registration and
welcome coffee

07:30 - Registration and
welcome coffee

07:30 - Registration and
welcome coffee

07:30 - Registration and
welcome coffee

07:30 - Registration and
welcome coffee

08:00

08:00 - Chair’s welcome
address

08:00 - Engaged conversations

08:05 - Macro economic
overview: The turning of
the tide?
08:45 - Fireside chat

09:00

09:05 - State of the union
09:35 - Keynote interview

09:00 - Macroeconomics
and politics
09:40 - Spotlight on regulation

10:00

10:00 - Morning coffee
and networking break
10:30 - Fireside chat

11:00

11:00 - Investor perspectives panel: innovation
and transition - What will
the LPs of the future look
like?

11:30 - Engaged conversation

11:30 - Fireside chat
11:55 - Keynote presentation
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SCHEDULE
DAY 1 - 27/02/2019

SuperReturn International
26 February - 1 March 2019
InterContinental Hotel
Berlin

TIME

DAY 1 PLENARY

ENGAGED CONVERSATIONS

STREAM A: MID MARKET
FOCUS

STREAM B: GEO FOCUS

STREAM C: UPDATE ON
SECONDAIRES

STREAM D: VALUE-ADDED
VOLATILITY & THE PE CYCLE

STREAM E: INVESTOR
OUTLOOK

12:00

12:20 - Keynote interview

12:45 - LP only session

13:15 - Networking lunch
break & delegate quickfire
showcase

13:15 - Networking lunch
break & delegate quickfire
showcase

13:15 - Networking lunch
break & delegate quickfire
showcase

13:15 - Networking lunch
break & delegate quickfire
showcase

13:15 - Networking lunch
break & delegate quickfire
showcase

13:15 - Networking lunch
break & delegate quickfire
showcase

15:35 - Afternoon refreshments and networking
break

15:35 - Afternoon refreshments and networking
break

15:35 - Afternoon refreshments and networking
break

15:35 - Afternoon refreshments and networking
break

15:35 - Afternoon refreshments and networking
break

15:35 - Afternoon refreshments and networking
break

16:00 - Chair's opening remarks

16:00 - Chair's opening remarks

16:00 - Chair's opening remarks

16:00 - Chair's opening remarks

16:00 - Chair's opening remarks

16:05 - How is the midmarket innovating in the
current climate?

16:05 - Getting emerging
market investments right

16:05 - Update on secondaries

16:05 - Assessing the current LP mood

16:35 - LPs’ allocation to
emerging markets

16:35 - Solo presentation

16:05 - How will business
structures change in a
post-Brexit world?

12:45 - Keynote panel discussion

13:00

13:15 - Networking lunch
break & delegate quickfire
showcase

14:00

14:30 - Afternoon Chair
14:35 - Solo presentation

15:00

15:05 - Solo presentation
15:35 - Afternoon refreshments and networking
break

16:00

16:35 - What are the drivers of lower mid market
outperformance?
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16:35 - Operational expertise: Winners and losers
for 2016-18 vintages

16:35 - What are the
biggest challenges for
LPs in a world awash with
capital?

SCHEDULE
DAY 1 - 27/02/2019
TIME

DAY 1 PLENARY

SuperReturn International
26 February - 1 March 2019
InterContinental Hotel
Berlin

ENGAGED CONVERSATIONS

17:00

18:00

STREAM A: MID MARKET
FOCUS

STREAM B: GEO FOCUS

STREAM C: UPDATE ON
SECONDAIRES

STREAM D: VALUE-ADDED
VOLATILITY & THE PE CYCLE

STREAM E: INVESTOR
OUTLOOK

17:05 - What is the current LP appetite for mid
market deals?

17:05 - Opportunities in
Asia:

17:05 - GP led secondaries fund restructurings
– entering the mainstream?

17:05 - Distressed: investing in a mature credit cycle

17:05 - LP consolidation:
the rise of the SuperFund

17:35 - Succession planning In mid market private
equity firms:

17:35 - Africa: where are
the best investment opportunities in the current
environment?

17:35 - LP views on liquidity

17:35 - Special situations
and turnarounds

17:35 - Long term, long
horizon

18:05 - End of Main Conference Day 1

18:05 - End of Main Conference Day 1

18:05 - End of Main Conference Day 1

18:05 - End of Main Conference Day 1

18:05 - End of Main Conference Day 1

18:05 - End of Main Conference Day 1

18:05 - End of Main Conference Day 1

18:10 - Evening networking cocktail party

18:10 - Evening networking cocktail party

18:10 - Evening networking cocktail party

18:10 - Evening networking cocktail party

18:10 - Evening networking cocktail party

18:10 - Evening networking cocktail party

18:10 - Evening networking cocktail party
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SESSIONS
DAY 2 - 28/02/2019

SuperReturn International
26 February - 1 March 2019
InterContinental Hotel
Berlin

Registration and welcome coffee

Electronic polling session

08:00 - 08:30

09:40 - 10:10
Day 2 Plenary
Latest on the effects of political risk; trade wars and
their impact on the global economy, update on the way
technology is disrupting the industry. Should GPs and
LPs be investing more in their own infrastructure to
better harvest and analyse data on a fund? What are
the challenges of co-investing,special accounts & the
divergence in the returns that LPs will earn from
private equity?

Chair’s welcome address
08:30 - 08:40
Day 2 Plenary

Engaged conversations
08:30 - 09:10
Engaged Conversations

Public and private small-group facilitated discussions.

Please go to sli.do and use the access code
#SuperReturn

SuperReturn boardroom

Spaces are limited

10:00 - 10:30
Engaged Conversations

Impact investing

Engaged conversation:

08:40 - 09:10
Day 2 Plenary

The Chatham House Rule applies

Impact investing – top of the list for LPs? How
investors can take a direct approach to social and
environmental problems and be a part of the solution

Predicting returns 2016-18 vintages when faced with
an abundance of capital:
Which firms will stand out from the crowd and who
really has the key solid management operational
skills?

The Chatham House Rule applies

12:30 - 13:00
Engaged Conversations
Closed door Q&A

No press

12:50 - 13:20
Day 2 Plenary
What evolves and what endures in our industry, current
state of affairs and likely future direction

Networking lunch break
13:20 - 14:30

New leadership, new horizons

•

09:10 - 09:40
Day 2 Plenary

By invitation only, Limited to 20 participants

No press

10:10 - 10:40
Day 2 Plenary

Keynote interview

09:15 - 09:45
Engaged Conversations

SuperReturn boardroom

Keynote solo address

First come first served

SuperReturn boardroom: LP Only Session

12:25 - 12:50
Day 2 Plenary

The Chatham House Rule applies

Running alongside the main conference

•

Off the record: Investment strategies in
uncertain times

•
•

How should the big bouyout houses lead the way in
leadership transition?
How do new CEOs view the future and how will
things be different under their tenure?
How will the new generation of leaders re-examine
their firms’ operating model, investment approach,
career paths, incentives, and critical skill sets?

Afternoon plenary chairman
14:30 - 14:35
Day 2 Plenary

Forging new deals & flexible terms
14:35 - 15:00
Day 2 Plenary
•

Corporate invaders into the private equity
space

•

How successfully are GPs innovating to address
LP needs ?
What more needs to be done to ensure private
equity remains an attractive investment
proposition for investors?

10:40 - 11:15
Day 2 Plenary
Should mega funds act more like large corporations?
How can private equity increase its share of the global
M&A market in terms of deal value and count?

No Press

Morning coffee and networking break

How is the European mid-market innovating in
an increasingly competitive market?
15:00 - 15:30
Day 2 Plenary
•

11:15 - 11:45

Guest speaker

•

11:45 - 12:25
Day 2 Plenary

finance.knect365.com/superreturn-international/

To what extent is the European mid-market private
equity still combining top-down stock selection and
bottom-up business improvement to generate
growth and provide consistent, risk-adjusted
returns?
Where and how are leading mid market managers
investing to ensure future returns are protected?

SESSIONS
DAY 2 - 28/02/2019

SuperReturn International
26 February - 1 March 2019
InterContinental Hotel
Berlin

Emerging markets: the next frontier for
investors?
15:30 - 16:00
Day 2 Plenary
Private equity and technology in emerging markets:
what does deal flow, competition and return potential
look like for the different strategies active in emerging
markets private equity today and how should GPs
approach LPs across different markets?

How has co-investing changed?

Growth equity today

16:30 - 17:00
Stream C: Co-Investments

17:00 - 17:30
Stream D: VC/Growth

Looking back over the past 10 years:

Global growth investing & creative origination in
today’s market:

•
•
•

Afternoon refreshments and networking break

To what extent do co-investments outperform fund
investments?
How can investors can better navigate this
increasing complex and crowded landscape?
How has the industry progressed and how well prepared are co-investment partners for a
downturn?

Taking European venture to the next stage
16:30 - 17:00
Stream D: VC/Growth

16:25 - 16:30
Stream A: Fundraising

Building confidence in European VC versus other
global regions:
•

Chair’s opening remarks
16:25 - 16:30
Stream B : Impact Investing

Chair’s opening remarks
16:25 - 16:30
Stream C: Co-Investments

Europe surpasses the US in PE fundraising in
2018
16:30 - 17:00
Stream A: Fundraising

What are the hottest VC, growth and tech sub
sectors today?

•
•

How easy is it to maintain the discipline of saying
no if there are concerns?
How do LPs looking for a new relationship get a
foot in the door?
How are LPs allocating resources and capital to
generate the best returns?

17:30 - 18:00
Stream B : Impact Investing

•

A PE commercial return and help save the world!

To what extent is fund size expansion by managers
an increasing risk consideration for LPs?
How are GPs of oversubscribed funds preserving
long-term relationship with their LPs?
What makes a fund marketable to LPs and how
have successful GPs achieved their outstanding
fundraisings?

Closed door session on co-investments
17:30 - 18:00
Stream C: Co-Investments
•

Generating social and environmental impact as
well as financial returns:

How can institutional asset owners deepen their
engagement with, the impact investing market in order
to develop their impact portfolios?

What is the future of the impact investing
sector globally?

•

17:00 - 17:30
Stream A: Fundraising

17:00 - 17:30
Stream B : Impact Investing

Where is the cash going?

Excess number of funds in the market and
compressed fundraising timelines mean its getting
difficult for investors to do anything but re- up:

Impact Investing

•

16:25 - 16:30
Stream D: VC/Growth

How sustainable is this record-breaking era of
fundraising?

Managing LP/GP relationships in the new
efficient fundraising environment

•

Chair’s opening remarks

Where do opportunities lie?

17:30 - 18:00
Stream A: Fundraising

16:00 - 16:25

Chair's opening remarks

•

•

•

•
•

How are increasingly sophisticated LPs building
and managing their co-investment programmes
and how do different approaches compare?
What are LP views on taking board seats,
influencing portfolio companies and risk
mitigation?
How do the challenges and pitfalls presented to an
investor vary depending on the different pipes that
source the deal?
Opaque fee structures: where are the potential
misalignment of interests?
What of under-performance and adverse selection?

LP appetite and approach to co-investing

16:30 - 17:00
Stream B : Impact Investing
Latest trends in impact investing: benchmarking social
impact performance and informing investment
decisions

17:00 - 17:30
Stream C: Co-Investments

The truth on returns in European VC

How direct should LP involvement be in co-investing?.
What are the different ways investors do coinvestments? How successful are LPs at building
cornerstone partnerships? What are the risks inherent
in a co-investment programme and how are these best
managed?

•
•

17:30 - 18:00
Stream D: VC/Growth

•

How is the market maturing?
Who are the next generation transforming
European VC?
What are the challenges ahead ?

End of Main Conference Day 2
18:00 - 18:05
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Evening networking reception
18:05 - 19:30
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SCHEDULE
DAY 2 - 28/02/2019

SuperReturn International
26 February - 1 March 2019
InterContinental Hotel
Berlin

TIME

DAY 2 PLENARY

ENGAGED CONVERSATIONS

STREAM A: FUNDRAISING

STREAM B : IMPACT INVESTING

STREAM C: CO-INVESTMENTS

STREAM D: VC/GROWTH

08:00

08:00 - Registration and welcome coffee

08:00 - Registration and welcome coffee

08:00 - Registration and welcome coffee

08:00 - Registration and welcome coffee

08:00 - Registration and welcome coffee

08:00 - Registration and welcome coffee

08:30 - Chair’s welcome address

08:30 - Engaged conversations

11:15 - Morning coffee and
networking break

11:15 - Morning coffee and
networking break

11:15 - Morning coffee and
networking break

11:15 - Morning coffee and
networking break

13:20 - Networking lunch
break

13:20 - Networking lunch
break

13:20 - Networking lunch
break

13:20 - Networking lunch
break

08:40 - Impact investing

09:00

09:10 - Keynote interview
09:40 - Electronic polling session

10:00

10:10 - New leadership, new
horizons

09:15 - SuperReturn boardroom: LP Only Session

10:00 - SuperReturn boardroom

10:40 - Corporate invaders into
the private equity space

11:00

11:15 - Morning coffee and
networking break

11:15 - Morning coffee and
networking break

11:45 - Guest speaker

12:00

12:25 - Off the record: Investment strategies in uncertain
times

12:30 - SuperReturn boardroom

12:50 - Keynote solo address

13:00

13:20 - Networking lunch
break

14:00

14:30 - Afternoon plenary
chairman

13:20 - Networking lunch
break

14:35 - Forging new deals &
flexible terms
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SCHEDULE
DAY 2 - 28/02/2019
TIME

DAY 2 PLENARY

15:00

15:00 - How is the European
mid-market innovating in an increasingly competitive market?

SuperReturn International
26 February - 1 March 2019
InterContinental Hotel
Berlin

ENGAGED CONVERSATIONS

STREAM A: FUNDRAISING

STREAM B : IMPACT INVESTING

STREAM C: CO-INVESTMENTS

STREAM D: VC/GROWTH

16:00 - Afternoon refreshments and networking break

16:00 - Afternoon refreshments and networking break

16:00 - Afternoon refreshments and networking break

16:00 - Afternoon refreshments and networking break

16:00 - Afternoon refreshments and networking break

16:25 - Chair's opening remarks

16:25 - Chair’s opening remarks

16:25 - Chair’s opening remarks

16:25 - Chair’s opening remarks

16:30 - Europe surpasses the
US in PE fundraising in 2018

16:30 - What is the future of
the impact investing sector
globally?

16:30 - How has co-investing
changed?

16:30 - Taking European venture to the next stage

17:00 - Managing LP/GP relationships in the new efficient
fundraising environment

17:00 - Generating social and
environmental impact as well
as financial returns:

17:00 - LP appetite and approach to co-investing

17:00 - Growth equity today

17:30 - How sustainable is this
record-breaking era of
fundraising?

17:30 - Impact Investing

17:30 - Closed door session
on co-investments

15:30 - Emerging markets: the
next frontier for investors?

16:00

16:00 - Afternoon refreshments and networking break

17:00

18:00

17:30 - The truth on returns in
European VC

18:00 - End of Main Conference Day 2

18:00 - End of Main Conference Day 2

18:00 - End of Main Conference Day 2

18:00 - End of Main Conference Day 2

18:00 - End of Main Conference Day 2

18:00 - End of Main Conference Day 2

18:05 - Evening networking reception

18:05 - Evening networking reception

18:05 - Evening networking reception

18:05 - Evening networking reception

18:05 - Evening networking reception

18:05 - Evening networking reception
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SESSIONS
DAY 3 - 01/03/2019
LP only breakfast
08:15 - 09:30
LP Only
Informative and invaluable networking for LPs.
Open to pre-qualified pension funds, foundations,
endowments, SWFs only

Welcome coffee
09:00 - 09:25
Day 3

Chair’s welcome
09:25 - 09:30
Day 3

Latest academic research
09:30 - 10:10
Day 3

Follow up panel to discuss the results of the
research
10:10 - 10:40
Day 3

Morning coffee and networking break
10:40 - 11:10

Diversity in private markets: how far have we
really come?

SuperReturn International
26 February - 1 March 2019
InterContinental Hotel
Berlin

Networking lunch break and Women in Private
Equity lunch
13:00 - 14:15
Women in private equity lunch – invitation only
How can the industry better attract, develop and retain
top female talent?

Fund selection masterclass
14:15 - 14:45
Day 3
One respected LP will direct a series of questions on
various investment scenarios to a panel of three GPs.
The GPs will be seated behind a screen so the LP will
be unable to see them. After all questions have been
answered, the LP will choose the GP they would most
like to invest with today in light of the responses given.
Live & uncut!

Off the record session
14:45 - 15:15
Day 3
Boardroom discussion of red-hot issues
Chatham House Rule applies – no reporting, or
attributing of quotes to participants.
Up-to-the-minute agenda to be announced.

End of SuperReturn International 2019
15:15 - 15:20

11:10 - 11:45
Day 3
•
•

How many GPs have a strategy around diversity
and inclusion or are working to implement one?
How can the industry better attract, develop and
retain top female talent?

Regulatory update
11:45 - 12:15
Day 3
Regulation, self-regulation and politics: the main
challenges for PE in 2019 and how the industry is
preparing to deal with them

Guest speaker
12:15 - 13:00
Day 3
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SCHEDULE
DAY 3 - 01/03/2019
TIME

SuperReturn International
26 February - 1 March 2019
InterContinental Hotel
Berlin

DAY 3

LP ONLY
08:15 - LP only breakfast

08:00
09:00

09:00 - Welcome coffee
09:25 - Chair’s welcome
09:30 - Latest academic research

10:00

10:10 - Follow up panel to discuss the results of the research

10:40 - Morning coffee and networking break

10:40 - Morning coffee and networking break

11:00

11:10 - Diversity in private markets: how far have we really
come?
11:45 - Regulatory update

12:00

12:15 - Guest speaker

13:00

13:00 - Networking lunch break and Women in Private Equity
lunch

14:00

14:15 - Fund selection masterclass

13:00 - Networking lunch break and Women in Private Equity
lunch

14:45 - Off the record session

15:00

15:15 - End of SuperReturn International 2019

15:15 - End of SuperReturn International 2019
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